
Because You 
Deserve the Best.

Core CoversTM offers the largest selection 

of spa covers; each made with the finest 

materials and craftsmanship. We work 

hard to provide you with superb quality 

and exceptional customer service. Our 

marine-grade vinyl with 16 designer 

colors provides lasting beauty that 

matches nearly any décor.  And, our 

ability to manufacturer covers for any 

size and style of spa, ensures that you 

receive the perfect fit. Finally, no cover 

leaves our facility without undergoing 

stringent quality assurance. We offer 

you the peace-of-mind in knowing 

that when your cover delivers to you, 

you’ll have received the best. 

855.763.7450
CoreCovers.com 

The best selection, 
quality and service.

Satisfied Customers

“The first spa cover I purchased online didn’t make 
it through one New England winter before sagging 
and leaking. I wish I had bought a Core spa cover 

the first time. Lesson learned.”

--- April Williams

”Our customers who have purchased from other 
cover companies, because they don’t want to 
spend the money, often come back to get a 

Core Cover because the others just don’t last.”

--- Don Riling, VP Olympic Hot Tub Company

“The cover fits perfectly, and has added 
insulating features to prevent heat loss. It's 

as light as a feather to operate and functions 
well in everyway. We are very pleased 

with our Core Cover.”

--- Rev. John D. Green, Sr.

The finest selection 
of spa covers for all 
sizes and styles.



The best options 
for the perfect fit.

We have a wide variety of designer colors 
and covers that match any décor. Core Covers 
also custom manufactures covers for any size or 
style of spa, both portable and inground, 
including swim spas.

Core Covers are built to last. And, we offer 
a full three-year non-prorated warranty. 
Visit www.corecovers.com to learn more 
about Core Covers and check out our 
exclusive line of spa accessories.

5 Reasons to Choose Core Covers:

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
N-ergy FitTM  is our specially 
designed end-pillow that ensures 
a perfect seal and is critical to 
long-term energy savings.

Anaeus 2000TM  Vapor Lock Seal plastic is four times 
more effective in inhibiting moisture absorption.

The deign and special insulation of our GHSGTM  
Heat Seal Gasket saves heat and prevents 
moisture loss.

SAFETY
Every cover meets or exceeds all safety 
requirements and carries the ASTM International 
Certificate of Product Compliance.

LONGEVITY
Our covers are designed to last. 
Double stitching, 40-point 
reinforcement and high quality
zippers address every stress point. 
Premium marine-grade vinyl is 
treated with mildew and UV inhibitors.

SECURITY
Tie-down straps with Secure-Loc 
fasteners are triple reinforced.

WARRANTY
Every cover includes a limited 3-year warranty.
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Coastal Gray/Ash Cajun Rust Mahogany Walnut

Gray Hunter Green Navy Sky Blue

Tan Wildwood Charcoal Black

Parchment Mayan Brown Oxen Bourbon


